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START RAMP



The World Rally Championship (WRC) is a massive 
news machine. Moving from country to country, 
continent to continent, it attracts the attention not 
only of motorsport media and enthusiasts, but of 
sports fans the world over. Thousands of spectators 
fl ock to the stages and the Service Park to soak up the 
action and cheer on their favourites. Now with four 
rallies ticked off the 2012 calendar thus far, the WRC 
is awash with news and rumours aplenty. Handbrakes 
& Hairpins brings you a few of the more important and 

entertaining ones... 
 After the turmoil caused by the BMW/MINI and 
Prodrive spilt just days before the season-opening WRC 
Monte Carlo Rally, it seems that while the offi cial factory 
outfi t is struggling to score a top fi ve fi nish the lads (and 
lasses) at Prodrive seem to continue on their upward 
performance curve from 2011 regardless.
 Dave Wilock (Prodrive WRC Team chief who replaced 
David Richards) has come out this past week singing the 
praises of the Prodrive-built MINI Countryman John Cooper 
Works WRC machine and its ace driver Dani Sordo.
 Despite retiring on Day One from the recent WRC 
Rally Portugal, Sordo showcased the beefed up MINI’s pace 

on Days Two and Three as he powered to six stage victories. 
If he had not suffered on Day One, the Spaniard would have 
been on the podium...
 “Dani’s drive on the Power Stage was just excellent 
in those [wet] conditions,” said Wilock. “It capped a rally that 
we generally have to be very pleased with, in spite of the 
overall fi nishing positions, because it has shown the world 
that the MINI WRC now has the pace to win on gravel as well 
as Tarmac.”
 Sordo said: “I was really happy to win the Power 
Stage, it is a great way to fi nish the rally. I have had 
some really good moments on this rally and I have a lot of 
confi dence in the car and the performance is fantastic. I can’t 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: WorldRallyPics, Citroën Racing.
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wait until we compete again as I think, with more luck on our 
side, we now have a real opportunity to do something very 
special with this car.”
 Is Mr Sordo hinting at a rally win? You bet! Is it 
possible? Most defi nitely! His former team-mate Sebastien 
Loeb (Citroën Total World Rally Team) crashed out of 
the Portuguese event on Day One too and was unable to 
continue, showing he is human after all. But, more on that in 
a few more paragraphs.
 Also impressive thus far in 2012 is Russia’s 21-year-
old Evgeniy Novikov. In his ALM-Russia Ford Fiesta RS WRC, 
Novikov landed on the second step of the winners’ podium in 
the WRC Rallye de Portugal, his maiden visit to the podium in 
his WRC career. Sat alongside Novikov is the Denis Giraudet, 
the most experienced and knowledgeable copdriver in the 
business. The 56-year-old had this to say abou this driver; 
“There is no limit for Evgeny, he is very very good. But 

what people have to remember is he is so young. On Friday 
when the conditions were really awful he showed fantastic 
car control and because he is so young I think he could see 
through the fog.
 “Evgeny is sometimes caught out because when you 
are so young you don’t have enough experience to build the 
confi dence and you are doing mistakes,” said Giraudet. “You 
must always remember he is 21. Imagine if he was able to 
do three more years doing all the rallies there would be no 
mistakes because he would know the stages.
 Novikov said: “Denis and I have both been waiting 
for this moment for a very long time and it has been an 
amazing weekend for us both. He has helped me a lot and I 
hope we can achieve more podiums together in the future.”
 The “Mad” Mads Ostberg stole the headlines last 
month when he became the fi rst privateer WRC driver to win 
an event since 1993, and he did so in fi ne form in Portugal 

against his rivals. Now third on the Drivers’ Championship 
standings, the Norwegian rally driver is certain to be a 
thorn in the side of the factory teams... With this confi dence 
injection for his abilities, it will be most exciting to see how 
he performs in the rest of the season!
 But, generating the most whispers this past week 
has been the rumours of Toyota making a return to the WRC. 
News to you? Nope, the brand has fl irted with the WRC a 
few times since it withdrew from the sport at the turn of 
the century. This latest rumour is the most reliable to date, 
though.
 Toyota has a “global race engine” as required for 
a Manufacturer entry into the WRC, and there are reports 
of a 1.6-litre turbocharged motor being tested at Toyota 
Motorsport GmbH in Cologne, Germany. Which chassis and 
car will the Japanese automotive giant use as its face of 
rallying? The Yaris is being thumbed as the weapon of choice, 



and this seems to fi t with the plans of Toyota South Africa’s 
Motorsport arm in producing a Yaris S2000 for competition 
before mid-year.
 In an interview with WRC.com, a spokesman 
from TMG said: “We’re leaning towards an S2000-style of 
car which would be available for customers fi rst. This is a 
development project, but it’s very early days - the engine 
only fi red up for the fi rst time a few weeks ago - at the very 
earliest, a car won’t be available until next year. Obviously, 
this being a Global Race Engine, it could go in any car, but 
the Yaris seems to make sense.”
 No secret is the fact that Toyota already has a rally 
car coming out of TMG, in the shape of an R1 challenge 
Yaris soon. Lets not forget that Toyota was one of the 
powerhouses of rallying, winning seven FIA world titles in the 
sport and a move back to the WRC would mean joining Ford, 
Citroen, MINI and Volkswagen.

 Shaking up the establishment is exactly what the 
WRC needs, but not the sort of shake-up the sport has 
endured with the embarrassing handling of the NorthOne 
Sport/FIA debacle... Rally fans have been reminded that 
multiple WRC Champion Sebastien Loeb is but human after 
all. And, that Finnish star Jari-Matti Latvala is yet to reach his 
prime years of talent and is still learning from the masters 
the intricacies of the sport we all so love. 
 An error in a call, not in the co-driver Daniel Elena’s 
pace notes, but in Loeb’s hearing in fact, saw the French 
pairing crash out of the WRC Rallye de Portugal. A simple 
mistake that could have been more costly had it been on 
the Monte Carlo Rally for instance, but fortunately for the 
crew it resulted in a crash they both walked away from. 
Concentration is important, and this error from the world’s 
best highlights the challenges in rallying and the demands 
placed on crews.

 Latvala’s accident is one of many in his WRC career 
and in his time in the Ford World Rally Team’s cars. His 
pace, his professionalism and his dedication to be the best 
will see him as WRC Champion soon, his drive to be the 
best sees him being overly critical of his mistakes. At that 
level of the sport it is needed, but so is the confi dence and 
self-belief that one’s talent and speed is peerless. His boss 
Malcolm Wilson (Principal at M-Sport and Team Chief at Ford 
World Rally Team) has been supportive of his mistakes and 
backs the Finn for more wins in 2012; every encouragement 
for this star aids him on his way to the top step of the 
podium. Latvala is gaining in every regard in his rallying 
and competition experience, and when it all comes together 
for the lanky Finn it will be poetry in motion to witness in a 
forest...



SERVICE PARK



The normally peaceful Mpumalanga forests around 
Sabie, Graskop, Hendriksdal and White River are set 
to be shaken up on April 20 and 21 when the annual 
Sasol Rally returns to its traditional Lowveld home.
 This year’s event, the second round of both the 
South African Rally Championship and the FIA African Rally 
Championship, is the 21st to be sponsored by Sasol and 
organised by the South African Motorsport (SAM) Club. There 
will be a total of 14 special stages covering around 200km of 
the 700km route, ten of which will be on gravel roads, three 
on tarmac and one on grass.
 There will be a shakedown stage in Sabie on 
Thursday afternoon and the event gets underway at 10h00 
on Friday (20 April) from the market square in Sabie. Day 
One starts with four gravel stages in the York Timbers forests 
in the Sabie and Graskop areas and ends with the traditional 
and immensely popular tarmac night stages in Sabie and 
White River before the overnight stop in White River.
 Saturday’s fi rst stage, a super special, is also on 
tarmac and starts at 07h45 in Nelspruit before the fi rst of 

the day’s six gravel stages and a new stage around the 
Mbombela Stadium. Competitors then return to the York 
Timbers forests for fi ve gravel stages in the Hendriksdal and 
Sabie areas. The Lowveld Showgrounds are the traditional 
venue for the fi nal, short stage on grass on Saturday 
afternoon.
 The Sasol Rally is traditionally one of the most 
popular rounds of the Championship with competitors and 
the thousands of spectators who congregate along the route 
at the many, well signposted spectator points. Clerk of the 
Course Willie du Plessis promises a contest to match up to 
the 21st anniversary occasion. “Thanks to York Timbers, 
who have once again outdone themselves in making their 
excellent rally roads available to us and gone out of their 
way to accommodate us, all of the gravel special stages with 
the exception of the new Mbombela Stadium stage, are in 
York Timbers’ forests. They have been great supporters of 
the Sasol Rally for the past 21 years and we owe them a big 
thank you,” said Du Plessis.
 Included in the strong entry are four drivers and 
three co-drivers in the premier S2000 Class for four-wheel 
drive cars who have previously won this prestigious event. 
Jan Habig, the veteran among the top drivers and a former 

six-time national champion, has six wins to his credit and will 
be looking for a seventh in his second outing in the brand 
new Basil Read Ford Fiesta after switching from the factory 
Volkswagen team. His co-driver, Robert Paisley, is a former 
Sasol Rally winner with Serge Damseaux in 2005.
 Two-time former national champions Enzo Kuun/
Guy Hodgson have won the Sasol Rally fi ve times between 
1994 and 2010 and will be looking to add to their record tally 
by improving on their fi fth place in this year’s Total Rally in a 
brand new BP Volkswagen Polo.
 Castrol Team Toyota’s Johnny Gemmell, in search of 
an elusive fi rst national championship after fi nishing runner-
up three times (in 2001, 2009 and 2010), has won the Sasol 
Rally twice, with Peter Marsh in a Toyota in 2007 and 2009. 
He and new co-driver, the experienced Carolyn Swan, were 
second in the season opener in KwaZulu-Natal in a Toyota 
Auris behind the Sasol Ford Fiesta of Mark Cronje/Robin 
Houghton and will be strong contenders to score a fi rst win 
of the year for Toyota. Gemmell would like nothing better 
than to turn the tables on team-mates Leeroy Poulter/Elvéne 
Coetzee, who beat him into second place in last year’s Sasol 
Rally to chalk up Toyota’s 100th national championship rally 
victory.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: Evan Rothman
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 Poulter/Coetzee will be looking to put behind them 
the shocking experience of helplessly watching their Toyota 
Auris reduced to a smoldering shell after it caught alight 
on the fi rst stage of the Total Rally. Poulter, winner of two 
rounds of last year’s championship in his fi rst season in the 
premier S2000 Class, slipped off the road and the Toyota’s 
hot exhaust set fi re to the surrounding dry undergrowth. 
Toyota Motorsport has had to rebuild a privateer Toyota Auris 
to the factory spec in the past few weeks.
 Still to record a Sasol Rally victory, but hot 
contenders after their convincing win in last month’s opening 
round are privateers Cronje/Houghton (Sasol Ford Fiesta), 
who showed that Ford’s dominance of the 2011 season (with 
fi ve wins out of seven rounds) continues to be a threat to the 
factory Toyotas and Volkswagens.
 Team-mates Jon Williams/Cobus Vrey showed good 
form in KwaZulu-Natal in fi nishing ninth and are showing 
increased confi dence with each outing in the Sasol Ford since 
their debut in 2011. Also Ford equipped are Charl Wilken/
Greg Godrich in a second Basil Read Fiesta, seeking their fi rst 
win since the Toyota Gauteng Rally in 2010, and Sebastiaan 
Klaassen/Cindi Harding in the 2011 championship-winning 
Fiesta of Conrad Rautenbach, now sponsored by Monster 
energy drink. The Zimbabwean is not defending his title.
 The factory BP Volkswagen team is represented by 
three brand new Volkswagen Polos built in the Uitenhage 

factory for Kuun/Hodgson, former champions Hergen Fekken/
Pierre Arries and the Dutch/Belgian combination of Hans 
Weijs Jnr/Bjorn Degandt. Kuun/Hodgson fared best for the 
team in the Round One of the championship with fi fth place 
in an event that saw the new cars affected by development 
niggles.
Weijs/Degandt impressed in their South African debut with 
sixth place and will be a force to be reckoned with as they 
become more accustomed to South African conditions.
 Fekken/Arries will be keen to put behind them 
the disappointment of retiring with electrical problems on 
Saturday after leading the event up to the penultimate stage 
on Friday.
 Volkswagen privateers Japie van Niekerk/Gerhard 
Snyman will be out to better their debut performance in their 
brand new New Africa Developments Volkswagen Polo, when 
they crashed out of the Total Rally on Day Two.
 Team Total will be represented in the premier 
Class by the Toyota Auris cars of Jean-Pierre Damseaux/
Grant Martin and Mohammed Moosa/Andre Vermeulen, who 
fi nished seventh and eighth respectively in the Total Rally.
 Contesting the new S2000 Challenge, for the earlier 
versions of the premier Class cars, will be Wilro Dippenaar/
Morne du Toit (PZN Panelbeaters Toyota RunX) and Gugu 
Zulu/Carl Peskin (BP Volkswagen Polo), who fi nished fi rst and 
second in the Challenge on the Total Rally and were the only 

fi nishers out of four entries. Henk Lategan/Barry White rolled 
their Q8 Oils Volkswagen Polo out of contention and are 
uncertain starters in the Sasol Rally. Nicolas Ryan/Geoff Tyrer 
in a Grandmark International Volkswagen Polo also had the 
misfortune of watching their car burn out in a similar incident 
to that of Poulter and will not contest this event.
 Leading the S1600 challenge for two wheel drive 
cars is former champion Craig Trott (Team Total Toyota 
RunX), who won the Class with co-driver Robbie Coetzee 
in the opening round and also leads the Two Wheel Drive 
Championship. They can expect competition from Matthew 
Vacy-Lyle/Schalk van Heerden (Yato Tools Toyota RunX), 
who were runners-up in the Total Rally, Murray Lloyd/
Ralph Lehmann (MLC Computer Solutions Volkswagen Polo) 
who were third, rookie Nic van der Westhuizen and the 
experienced Henry Dearlove Jnr (SA Earthworks Ford Fiesta 
R2) who were fourth, and Megan Verlaque/Hilton Auffray (BP 
Volkswagen Polo) who were fi fth.
 Not to be discounted for a podium fi nish are several 
crews who failed to fi nish the Total Rally, including Ashley 
Haigh-Smith (Castrol Ford Fiesta R2) and new co-driver 
Craig Parry, Clint Weston/Herman Groenewald (Reef Tankers 
Citroen C2), Tjaart Conradie/Kes Naidoo (Galvadip Toyota 
Auris), Guy Botterill/Simon Vacy-Lyle (Yato Tools Toyota 
RunX) and Stefanie Botha/Angela Shields (Team Total Toyota 
RunX). H&H
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Juho Hänninen made history this past weekend when 
he became the fi rst driver to win the Donnelly Group 
Circuit of Ireland Rally to count as a round of the 
Intercontinental Rally Challenge.
 In doing so, the Skoda Motorsport ace clinched his 
ninth victory in the series and his fi rst IRC triumph of 2012. 
He also follows in the wheel tracks of his fellow Finn Pentti 
Airikkala as only the second overseas winner of the asphalt 
event.
 Hänninen, who is co-driven by Mikko Markkula, 
started day two locked in a close fi ght with Skoda UK’s 
defending IRC champion Andreas Mikkelsen. They traded 
stage times – and positions – throughout the rally, with the 
highest drama and action taking place on the fi nal loop of 
four stages with Mikkelsen racing hard to close a 02.3 second 
gap to leader Hänninen.

 Pushing to close the gap to Hänninen, Mikkelsen got 
caught out in rain on the Lisburn town centre stage and slid 
into a hay bale. He infl icted damage to the side of his Fabia 
S2000, but also banged his head and was left dazed, ending 
his hopes of his fi rst victory on asphalt in the IRC for the 
second event in succession. He was able to recover to the 
runner-up spot, more than 40 seconds behind Hänninen.
 Northern Ireland’s Garry Jennings (Mitsubishi Lancer 
Evo) won the IRC Production Cup with countryman Marty 
McCormack (Citroën DS3 R3T) clinching the IRC 2WD Cup 
spoils and the Colin McRae IRC Flat Out Trophy following a 
determined drive amid a host of setbacks. Renault heads the 
IRC 2WD Cup Manufacturers’ table for the fi rst time.
 Speaking at the fi nish in Armagh on Saturday 
evening, Hänninen, who becomes the third different winner 
in as many rounds in this year’s IRC, said: “It was one of 
my toughest victories but also one of my most enjoyable 
because all the time I was fi ghting, fi ghting with Andreas. 
We had to push on every stage but in the end it was he who 

was unlucky and not me because I think it was about luck on 
this rally because the changing weather conditons were very 
diffi cult and it was easy to get caught out.”
 Mikkelsen had fought back into contention 
following an overshoot on SS8 only to hit trouble on the 
fi rst run through the Lisburn test on Day Two. He said: “It’s 
disappointing because it was a great fi ght and this is a rally I 
wanted to win. But we have made a good start to the season 
by leading the IRC championship with one win and two 
second places, so for this reason we have to be happy.”
 Having worked his way into a secure third position 
on Day One, Jan Kopecký spent Day Two consolidating the 
fi nal podium spot in the second factory Fabia to ensure a 
one-two-three fi nish for Skoda, which extends its lead of 
the IRC Manufacturers’ standings. The Czech, who won the 
previous round in Gran Canaria, was fastest on the Titanic 
Super Special Stage in Belfast on Friday but was unable to 
replicate that form thereafter. His task wasn’t helped when 
co-driver Pavel Dresler fell ill.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: IRC Media
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 Mathieu Arzeno shone on his fi rst appearance in 
Northern Ireland by guiding his Saintéloc Peugeot 207 S2000 
to the fi nish in fourth position. “I was here to learn and to 
take the experience,” said the French driver. “It was not an 
easy rally to come to for the fi rst time but I’m happy with my 
performance.”
 Craig Breen won the battle to be the top Irish 
fi nisher by overhauling Robert Barrable for fi fth position on 
SS11. Breen was competing in a Saintéloc Peugeot for the 
fi rst time and spent much of Day Two experimenting with 
different set-ups having dropped out of contention when he 
picked up a 01minute 30s seconds in road penalties following 
a fuel pump glitch on Friday evening.
 Skoda Ireland driver Barrable said a mistake on 
Saturday’s fi rst test, when he charged through a fence into a 
farmer’s fi eld and stalled his car’s engine, hadn’t helped his 
efforts to keep Breen behind.
 Alastair Fisher began Day Two of the rally in 
contention for a podium fi nish, but a crash seven corners 
from the start of Saturday’s second stage (SS7) left his 
M-Sport Ford Fiesta S2000 with a broken wheel and forced 
his retirement. The Northern Irishman, who plans to return 
to the IRC on June’s GEKO Ypres Rally, was fourth overall at 
the time of his exit.
 After losing time with a puncture on Day One, Sepp 
Wiegand lost precious seconds when he braked too late for 

a corner on Day Two’s SS9 and crashed through a fence, 
damaging the windscreen of his Skoda Auto Deutschland 
Fabia S2000. Nevertheless, it was another impressive 
performance by the inexperienced German driver, who has 
now scored IRC points on every round run so far this season 
by taking seventh.
 Garry Jennings won the IRC Production Cup in his 
Ralliart Mitsubishi Lancer and claimed eighth position overall 
despite nursing a badly burnt hand, which he sustained 
by accidentally touching a hot car exhaust. Donagh Kelly 
snatched second place by overhauling Sam Moffett on the 
fi nal stage. Moffett’s brother Sam took fourth with Willie 
Mavitty fi fth and IRC returnee Daniel Barry sixth. Robert 
Consani continues to lead the category despite retiring on 
the fi nal morning of the event.
 Marty McCormack overcame a succession of 
problems, including a double puncture, broken gearbox and 
an alternator glitch to win the IRC 2WD Cup on his fi rst 
competitive outing for six months. The Northern Irishman’s 
woes briefl y handed Renault Clio R3 pilot Tommy Doyle the 
initiative before McCormack fought back to claim a popular 
win and the Colin McRae IRC Flat Out Trophy. Doyle, who 
lost time with gear indicator and brake issues, survived an 
off-road moment on the fi nal stage to fi nish second with 
Jonathan Greer taking third after Peter Taylor was delayed on 
the fi nal stage in his Clio.

IRC Circuit of Ireland Rally Final Classifi cation:
01) J. Hänninen/M. Markkula 
      Skoda Fabia S2000 - 01h 58m 21.8s
02) A. Mikkelsen/O. Floene 
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 44.2s
03) J. Kopecký/P. Dresler 
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 01m 39.5s
04) M. Arzeno/R. Jamoul
       Peugeot 207 S2000 + 04m 01.6s
05) C. Breen/G. Roberts 
       Peugeot 207 S2000 + 04m 53.8s
06) R. Barrable/D. Connolly 
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 05m 14.5s
07) S. Wiegand/T. Gottschalk 
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 06m 15.9s
08) G. Jennings/B. McNulty 
       Ralliart Lancer Evolution IX + 08m 27.9s
09) D. Kelly/K. Flanagan 
       Ralliart Lancer Evolution IX + 09m 11.4s
10) S. Moffett/J. O’Reilly 
      Ralliart Lancer Evolution IX + 09m 16.0s
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Irishman Craig Breen (Team Sainteloc Peugeot 207 S2000) Irishman Craig Breen (Team Sainteloc Peugeot 207 S2000) 
impressed in his competitive debut in the Peugeot at the Circuit impressed in his competitive debut in the Peugeot at the Circuit 
of Ireland Rally. The inaugural FIA WRC Academy winner in 2011, of Ireland Rally. The inaugural FIA WRC Academy winner in 2011, 
Breen fi nished fi fth overall and is once again in the hunt for more Breen fi nished fi fth overall and is once again in the hunt for more 
podiums in 2012.podiums in 2012.
Picture: IRC MediaPicture: IRC Media
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